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DAIRY BUILDINGS
Modern dairy buildings should be designed for the
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greatest efficiency but at the same time allow for economical
expansion. Remodeling or building new provides a chance
to incorporate improved management practices and take advantage of laborsaving equipment. Here are some of the most
important points to consider:
Always try to locate dairy buildings downslope and downwind from the farmhouse.
Plan for convenient access to all farm operations, roads,
and lanes.
Allow for the most economical expansion of buildings and
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ment as silo unloaders, manger conveyors, manure or ensilage
loaders, ground grain augers (or conveyors).

BulkMilk Tanks
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Plan so the buildings will have a pleasing appearance in
relation to the other buildings of the farmstead.
Design facilities for milking and handling milk to allow
future expansion in size of herd.
Be sure there is an adequate supply of pure water.
Check building plans with the local milk inspector.
Draw a layout plan to scale to be sure all dimensions are
correct and adequate room is allowed for all activities.
Stake out the proposed building, exercise lot, and other
important parts to see if they fit the site.
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Cover PhotoMiniature of the Oregon
State prison annex dairy layout.
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Plan so laborsaving equipment can be usedsuch equip-

SYSTEMS OF STABLING
The loose housing system is becoming one of the most
popular methods of stabling dairy cattle. With this system,
the animals are given free access to a feeding area, a resting
area, and an adjoining open lot. No cows are kept in stalls.
Cows handled this way can be kept cleaner, with less
chance of injuries, than in other systems. Less labor generally
is required and more of the feeding and cleaning can be done
with power equipment.
More bedding may be required than when cows are kept
in stalls, but good management and arrangement of the loose
housing system can reduce bedding requirements. Also, with

this system, more fertilizer value of the manure is likely to
be saved, as it is absorbed by resting area bedding.
Straw, shavings, and/or sawdust make ideal bedding.
Loose housing is flexible, since a small change in number of animals can be handled easily. One-story buildings,
less costly than two-story, are adaptable to this system.
Free-access feeding of silage and roughage can be mechanized. Silo unloaders and manger conveyors are labor savers.
A tractor-mounted fork can be used to remove silage from a
trench or bunker silo. Silage may be placed directly into the

Another combination is the use of a milking parlor with
a stanchion barn. In this system the cows are released from
the stanchions at milking time and moved to the milking
barn or parlor.
Another system uses the conventional stall barn for both
housing and milking. Few of these barns are being built,
however, since the advent of loose housing.
Points regarding the loose housing system

Have your plans approved by the local milk inspector before
starting construction.
Provide a holding area adjacent to milking and feed area.
Provide chute and headgate to hold animals for blood testing and
breeding.

Provide for manure disposal or pickup off the concrete area.
Use eave troughs to collect and dispose of roof water.
Feed hay and silage in separate bunks if cows are fed free choice.
Use steps or ramp for cows to go in and out of milking room.

Use extra footing or heavier concrete for large capacity milk

tanks than normally used in milk rooms.
Provide wide enough doors, usually 36 inches, or a removable wall
section for hulk-tanks to pass through. Some tanks are wider than 36
inches.

Allow one-fourth inch per foot of slope for drainage in milking

manger or bunks or dropped into a hopper where a con-

and milk room floors.
Locate compressor according to manufacturer's recommendation.

veyor distributes it along the mangers. These feeding methods
are used on many Northwest farms.

and use deep water seal under the grill.

Combinations of systems

Loose housing may be used with either raised platform
or floor-level stanchion systems for milking.

If grill or drain is used under cows, slope the floor to the grill
Allow a minimum of 24 inches from bulk tank to wall or other
equipment and a 36-inch clearance on the outlet side of the tank.
For equipment that is cleaned in place, provide twice as much hot
water as you would for bucket milking.
Cove or round as many corners as possible in the milk room for
ease of cleaning.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS
Separate bedded area

eat hay at the same time. If either hay or silage is not fed

A one-story building, enclosed on three sides, and with
10 feet or more clearance under the ceiling joists, is satisfactory for the resting area. The open side should, if possible, be
away from the direction of prevailing winds. In colder areas
all sides may be closed and doorways provided. Take advantage of windbreaks. Allow 60 to 100 square feet per cow in
the resting area. The building may be 30 to 40 feet in width.
It may have a conventional-type framing on a four-foot concrete wall, or it may be of pole construction, with fotir feet
of plank on the inside to retain bedding. Wood or metal siding is satisfactory.

free access, manger or bunk space should be provided so that
all animals can eat at one time.
A good arrangement for larger herds is to have two loafing sheds facing on a concreted feed area. The silage is fed
under cover in the center. One end of the shed may be used for
hay storage with a feed rack at the edge of the concrete and
under the roof of the resting area. Hay also may be fed in a
rack on the end of the silage feeding bunk.
All grain feeding is done in the milking area, preferably
with an overhead storage connected to each manger where the
grain can be metered to each cow. The feed storage must be
dust tight, ventilated, and rat proof.

Separate feeding area

A separate feeding area is essential if this system is to
work satisfactorily. The feeding area should be paved so it
can be cleaned with a tractor-operated scraper, and it should
be adjacent to the resting location. As no bedding is used,
the cows will seldom lie down here. At least 60 to 100 square

feet per cow is desirable in the concrete feed and exercise
lot. These dimensions are highly flexible. A concrete exercise

space is much cheaper than a resting area per square foot
and will reduce bedding requirements for resting. Smaller
resting areas should be accompanied by larger feed and
exercise lots. Manger space per animal should be from 27
to 30 inches, depending on the size of cows.
For a free choice of hay and silage, provide separate
mangers and allow pae for two-thirds to three-fourths of
the herd to eat silage, and about one-fourth to one-third to
4

The watering facilities should be located in the feed
area. Drinking cups and water tank must be installed so as to
prevent siphoning of water into the inlet line. Provision should
be made to keep water from freezing. Automatic electric water
heaters are available and cows will drink more water that has

been warmed to 45° F. than water that is near freezing
temperature.
Maternity and young stock area

Separate maternity stalls and space for calf pens and
hci fers must be provided. One end of the loafing area can be
used. A concrete surface is desirable. Old buildings often can
be used for this purpose when remodeling is done.
Space for young heifers can be provided at one end of
the loafing area. This gives them access to the silage manger
without having them mix with the herd,

THE MILKING PLANT
Elevated stalls generally are preferred to those at floor
level. The four-or-more-stall tandem, or four-or-more-stall
U-shaped, are most commonly used, the U-shape arrangement

preferred. The side entrance and exit of the milking stall is
generally preferred, but the walk-through type of stall may
be used.

A satisfactory arrangement is to have the milking room,
milk room, and feed room under one roof for the convenience
and lower cost of construction.

The elevated stall makes it possible for the herdsman
to stand up for all of the milking procedure. The cow's udder
can be washed with more ease and examined more carefully
for injury than when stalls are floor level.
The holding area

A paved area allowing about 12 to 15 square feet per
cow should be provided where the cows can be confined, if
necessary, or can congregate while waiting to go into the milk-

ing parlor. As a general rule, they will enter the parlor in
about the same order day after day. The holding area should
be paved, and for convenience and laborsaving be a part of the
feed location so that both may be cleaned as a unit.
Lights in the milking parlor
-
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behind the operator, if the light is to be effective on the cow's

udder. At least 10 foot-candles of light are required in a
specific working location. Shielded lights are available that can

be placed on the curb or under the cow for better lighting.

trol moisture. There are two methods of ventilation. One is
by gravity. The size of the flue should be one square inch of
cross-section area f or each square foot of floor area. A suitable roof should be provided over the out-take flue, but must
be constructed so that it will not restrict the air flow through

The milk room

the flue.

Sanitary regulations require that milk be removed from
the milking barn and cooled immediately after being produced. The milk room and the milking area may be in the
same building if the two are properly separated.
The milkhouse should be located on well-drained ground
and must, in every way, conform to state and local sanitary
codes. The lower 36 inches of the walls should be of concrete or other impervious material, with a water-tight joint at
the floor. The walls should be smooth. They can be made
smooth by applying a thick coat of plaster made of cement

and water plus fine sand. The walls should have a trowel
finish. The floor, likewise, must be of concrete or other impervious material, smooth, and graded to a trapped drain.
The upper walls and ceiling should be smooth and finished

The other ventilation method is mechanical. The most
common is to use a ceiling fan to blow air into the building,
distributing it over the ceiling. The exhaust, or outlet, should
be near the floor level. It is desirable to have a two-speed
fan, with a minimum capacity of six air changes per hour.
It is easier to keep a milkhouse floor clean if the edges
next to the wall are rounded or coved. In planning the milkhouse it is always well to keep in mind that a bulk milk tank
may be used at some future time. The drain should be placed
in the floor so that it will not be under the tank, and a wide
enough door, a double door, or removable section should be
used so the tank can be installed or removed. The concrete
floor for a bulk tank should be slightly thicker or more reinforced than in a milkhouse without such a tank.

with a light colored paint. The lower walls up 36 inches from
the floor may be dark, light, or the same color as the upper
walls and ceiling. At least a 100-wat incandescent bulb (or

tank truck to the bulk tank, should be through the wall and
not through the door. There should be a concrete area out-

equivalent fluorescent tube) should be used over the wash
vats and another should be located near the cooler, the can
racks, or the bulk tank.
Adequate ventilation must be provided to prevent con-

densation and odors, and all openings must be properly
screened. Ventilation of the milkroom is necessary to con-

The hose port, or the opening for the hose from the
side the wall at the port.

A supply cabinet is required in the milk room for storage of supplies used there. No veterinarian and insecticide
supplies are permitted in this cabinet.

The wash vat must be of stainless steel if used as a
part of the circulatory cleaning pipeline system.

LAYOUTS FOR MILKING PLANTS
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WASH ROOM
A washroom, equipped with hand-washing facilities and
a flush toilet, is a desirable addition to the farm milking plant.
Sanitary toilet and hand-washing facilities contribute to the
production of high quality milk. The washroom cannot open
directly into the milk room, according to milk code recommendations.
Water supply

An adequate supply of pure, hot and cold running water

is essential in a milk room. Hot water requirements for
pipeline milking may be double that needed for bucket milking. Electric water heaters may be located in the milk room.
Most deep wells are not easily contaminated, but this is

not always so. Shallow wells may not be saitsfactory, in
many cases because surface drainage and the construction
of the well allow entry of surface water. Water from open
streams is the least desirable source for milk room use. Generally it needs some treatment. Water from this source may
be entirely satisfactory during normal flow but not when a
heavy rain occurs. Then it may need to be filtered before it
is chlorinated to make the treatment effective. A number of
commercial chlorinators on the market have been approved.

Sanitation

The disposal from a toilet and washbowl should go into
a septic tank disposal system. The wash water from the milk
room, because of the disinfectants and detergents used, can-

not be disposed of through a septic tank system without
causing difficulties; it must be disposed of in some other way.

In some cases it may be necessary to pump it from a sump
out through a pipeline. The floor wash water used in the
milking room can be run through a septic tank if it has
adequate capacity. However, this water also can be drained
or pumped into a drainage way or onto the fields.

A water seal trap should be of
large Capacity, must be easy to
clean, must have plenty of room

WATER SEALLA

for sediment to collect. A good
water seal prevents sewer gas
from backing up.

BULK MILK TANKS
A number of different makes of bulk tanks are giving
satisfactory service. Careful installation and upkeep are essential. The floor of the milk room must be strong enough to
maintain a solid base, and the tank must remain perfectly

level at all times to insure accuracy of the calibrated measuring stick. A bulk tank on a weigh scales is available. The
tank quick-cools the milk and serves as a storage vat until the
milk is transferred to a tank truck for plant delivery.

LAYOUTS FOR LOOSE HOUSING SYSTEMS
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Lights

Recommended dimensions for feeding devices

Many dairymen are finding it an advantage to have
lights in the feed and loafing areas. One lOO-watt bulb with a
reflector is adequate for 20 to 25 feet of manger length for
silage and hay feeding. The light should be 6 to 10 feet over

the manger, mounted so as to avoid deep shadows from
structural members. One 100-watt bulb, mounted 10 to 15
feet above the floor, will provide adequate light for about
1,000 square feet of resting space. Night lights in the resting area help animals avoid injuries when moving about, and
help them find the cleanest place available before lying down.

Device

Condition

Dimensions

Feed manger for silage.. Feed from both sides
If you plan to install
conveyors check manufacturers' space re-

T eed from one side

Feed manger for hay -------- Feed from one side;
floor as near ground

4 feet wide
1 foot deep
2 feet 6 inches wide
1 foot deep
2 feet, 6 inches wide

24 to 26 inches deep
as possible
Feed from both sides 5 feet wide
24 to 26 inches deep

Space requirements for animals
Animal

Condition

Area
Square feet

Milking cow ---------------------- Loose housing, bedded area
Yearling ------------------------------ Separate from cows ---------------Cow -------------------------------------- In maternity pen -------------------Calf-------------------------------------- One per pen ------------------------------

60 to 100
20 to 50
100 to 120

20 to 30

Average feed requirement
Animal

Condition

Period

silage
hay

All hay

Days
180
180
180

All silage

180

Dairy cow ---------------,

Beam size required for feed storage over milking room*
Span

(no center
support)

Size of joist

Spacing of joists

Depth of
uniform load

Feet

Inches

Feet
3

18

2x12
2x12

12
12

12
12
12
12

2x10

24

31

Feet
22
20

2xl2
2x8

3f
41

4

Joists supported along side of 5-foot wide parlor pit

Material

Amount

22
22

Tons

20

Silage

7 or more

Hay
Hay
Silage

18
18

3

8 to 9

2x10

2x8
2x8
2x8
2x6

24
24

4

24
24

6

24

4

6
5

* Figures are based on ground mixed dairy feed weighing about 25
pounds per cubic foot, or 80 cubic feet per ton.
15

Storage space requrements for feed and bedding
Weight
Feed or
bedding

Hay
Hay, loose
Hay, chopped long
Hay,
chopped short
Hay,

per cubic
feet,
approx.

Volume
per ton,
approx.

Weight
per
bushel

Volume
per
bushel

Pounds

Cubic feet

Pounds

Cubic feet

4

470-515

5.5

375

7-13

150-285

bailed loose
Hay,

200-220

baled tight

80-100

This bulletin was prepared by M. G. Huber and H. P. Ewalt, Extension
agricultural engineering and dairy specialists at Oregon State College, in Cooperation with agricultural engineering and dairy staffs at the University of
Idaho and the State College of Washington.

Silage

Upright silos .........30-50
Bunker-trench
(packed) ............
Loose, removed
from silo ............

Straw and shavings
Straw baled
Straw loose
Shavings baled
Sawdust ..................
Grain and mixed feed
Shelled corn ..........
Oats ........................
Barley ....................
Wheat ....................
Rye ..........................

Grd. mixed feed
Pellets ....................
16

67-40

40
18

110

10

200

2-3
20

12-18
44.8
25.6
38.4
48.0
44.8
25
45

100-1000
100
165-1 10
45
78
52
42
45
80
40
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56
32
48
50
56
31.2
56

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
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